Dear Student Finance England,

Enclosed is the completed paperwork requesting means testing for one of our medical students in their clinical years. Please carry out means testing on this student.

We are aware that these students would not normally be means tested as they are only eligible for the non means tested maintenance loan, however an arrangement is in place between SLC and the University of Cambridge whereby these students are means tested by SLC, on request, for bursary purposes only.

Students cannot receive this vital bursary without means testing being carried out as per our agreement.

Please do not refuse to means test this student without contacting either myself or the University of Cambridge’s Relationship Manager at SLC, Eleanor Currie (0141 306 2077, eleanor_currie@slc.co.uk) who will confirm the agreement that is in place.

Yours Sincerely,

Baharnoush Abdi
Cambridge Bursary Scheme Administrator (Operations)